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1. Introduction 
Arnold [2] introduces the subject of structural stability in the following words: “In every 
mathematical investigation, the question will arise whether we can apply our mathematical 
results to the real world. Indeed, let us assume that the result is very sensitive to the smallest 
change in the model. In such a case, an arbitrarily small change in the model (say a small change 
of the vector field defining a differential equation) leads to another model with essentially 
different properties. A result like this cannot be transferred to the real process under considera- 
tion, because, when constructing the model, the real situation was idealized and simplified.. . 
Consequently the question arises of choosing those properties of the model of a process which 
are not very sensitive to small changes in the model, and thus may be regarded as properties of 
the real process.” Thus, structural stability of the models constructed is a question of prudence in 
scientific research. 
As an illustration Arnold takes the model of a pendulum. A model including friction is 
structurally stable, because a small change of the friction coefficient only modifies the approach 
to equilibrium. A model without friction, on the other hand, is structurally unstable, as it 
represents an isolated case between damped and explosive motion, and would be thrown into 
one of these classes by any change however small it is. Arnold’s point is that even if we knew 
nothing about friction in real life we should include it in order to produce a structurally stable 
model. 
An economic analog is the case of classical multiplier-accelerator models of the business cycle, 
which in the linear version can produce damped, explosive, or simple harmonic oscillations. If we 
wish to propose the model as an explanation of real business cycles, then we should choose the 
damped variant. It might be tempting to choose the case of simple harmonic motion, but we are 
advised by Arnold not to believe that the parameters should be in that exact relationship which 
produces the simple harmonic case. Even if we had estimated such a combination of parameters 
we should consider all the factors we have neglected by the abstraction process. 
The illustration from business cycle theory also serves to make clear the difference between 
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structural stability and ordinary stability of the ultimate equilibrium. The model for explosive 
oscillations, like the one for damped oscillations, is structurally stable, even though equilibrium is 
unstable in the explosive case and stable in the damped case. 
Structural stability, however, is like ordinary stability in another respect. By assuming that the 
outcome of our modeling process is stable-to displacements from equilibrium within the model 
context, or to changes in the model structure itself-we gain information. There is hence a 
reward for the prudent scientist who takes care not to produce any unstable results, as he gains 
knowledge without access to any extensive factual information. 
This is beautifully illustrated in the ‘correspondence principle’ formulated by Samuelson [ll]. 
Samuelson starts by complaining that “only the smallest fraction of economic writings, theoreti- 
cal and applied, has been concerned with the derivation of operationally meaningful theorems”. 
He defines such a theorem as “a hypothesis about empirical data which could conceivably be 
refuted, if only under ideal conditions”. The problem seems to be general equilibrium economics 
where everything depends on everything and anything is possible. Samuelson defines the 
correspondance principle “between comparative statics and dynamics” so that “definite oper- 
ationally meaningsful theorems can be derived”. By assuming stability in the dynamic model 
information is gained concerning comparative statics. About assuming stability Samuelson 
writes: “The plausibility of such a stability hypothesis is suggested by the consideration that 
positions of unstable equilibrium, even if they exist, are transient, nonpersistent states, and hence 
on the crudest probability calculation would be observed less frequently than stable states.” 
What I propose to do is to apply this principle to the modelling process itself, as Arnold 
suggests. In particular I consider a spatial price and trade equilibrium. The object to which 
stability considerations are applied is the geometry of trade flows and constant price contours in 
geographical two-space, and it will be seen that there is a correspondance principle here too, with 
a reward in terms of a gain in knowledge about this geometry, or rather topology as we are 
concerned with qualitative features. 
The original theory proposed by Beckmann [3,4] concerned trade and spatial price equilibrium 
in geographical continuous two-space of one commodity with a given distribution of excess 
demand functions among locations. It is, however, not difficult to generalize it to the case of 
trade of several commodities and interrelate these commodities by production and consumption 
by economic units distributed in space, so that the excess demand functions are explained by the 
general principles of economic behaviour. Some such generalizations have been illustrated 
recently in Beckmann and Puu [5]. Accordingly, Beckmann’s theory has the same general 
character as for instance the Walras theory of general economic equilibrium. It can be shown 
that it has the capability of representing all traditional location and land use models as particular 
cases, depending on how the productive and consumptive units are located (in discrete lattices or 
continuous distributions). The classics always assumed that transportation cost was constant 
among locations so that transportation followed straight lines. This was as true in the case of von 
Thtinen as it was in the case of Weber. A manifestly new element in Beckmann’s theory was that 
the lines of transportation could become curved when transportation cost was no longer a spatial 
invariant. 
Moreover, it was the first time that the flows were made explicit elements of the spatial theory. 
Indeed they became the most important features of spatial structure, along with the price 
distributions whose contours of constancy formed a dual pattern of curves, orthogonal to the 
flow trajectories. 
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The essence of Beckmann’s model is contained in two partial differential equations, one 
interregional equilibrium condition and one condition for optimal orientation of trade flows. The 
first, the ‘divergence law’, reads 
div$+q(x,, x2, A) =O, (1) 
and the second, the ‘gradient law’, 
k(% .~)+/l+l = grad A. (2) 
The notation is as follows: xi, x2 denote Cartesian coordinates of location, and + = 
(@I(% x2), &(x1, x2)) denotes the flow field of traded commodities. This vector field associates 
with each location xi, x2 a vector, $i, &, whose norm I+ 1 = /m equals the quantity of 
goods in the flow, and whose direction +/I t$ I = ( cos 8, sin 0) is the direction of the flow. The 
dual price variable is denoted by h. The given functions k(x,, x2) and 4(x,, x2, h) represent 
transportation costs and excess demand. Both depend on location, excess demand depending on 
local price in addition. 
The differential operators are defined as follows: div + = %$,/ax, + &#~,/ax, according to 
Gauss’s Integral Theorem measures the local source density of the flow $, whereas grad X = 
@V%, aV%?) is a vector pointing in the direction of the steepest (spatial) rate of price 
increase with a magnitude equal to the rate of increase in that direction. 
Accordingly, the interpretations of Beckmann’s conditions are obvious. Equation (1) tells us 
that any local excess demand is withdrawn from the trade flow and any local excess supply is 
absorbed by that flow. Likewise, condition (2) tells us that commodities are always shipped in 
the direction of steepest spatial price increase, and that in that direction prices increase with 
transportation costs. In the general philosophy of optimization and equilibrium of traditional 
economics these conditions are obvious. 
As a matter of fact Beckmann’s contribution is a complete analog to the discrete theory of 
interregional trade and price equilibrium formulated in Samuelson [12]. Whereas Samuelson’s 
contribution fits into the matrix of general economic equilibrium, only interpreting different 
commodities in terms of location and price differentials in terms of accumulated transportation 
costs, Beckmann adds a new element by placing the model in continuous space and so making 
the geography of geometrical forms an integral part of the theory. 
The equations (l)-(2) represent a system of partial differential equations for the the flow 
components $i, & and the price A. For a solution we would need appropriate boundary 
conditions for ‘world market’ prices on the boundary of the region studied and for the 
‘international’ trade across this boundary, but we will not dwell on the actual solution process 
which, addmittedly, can become messy. Neither is there any need for commenting the modifica- 
tions of the conditions when no trade is taking place, all worked out neatly by Beckmann. 
Let us just see how the system can be solved in sequence. First, squaring both sides of 
equation (2) the unit vector multiplies out to a unit scalar and we obtain the single equation 
(ax/ax$ + (ax/ax,)’ = k(x,, x2)2 
for the price variable. This kind of equation is well studied in Optics and is very well behaved. 
Once we have solved for X we can readily obtain the unit flow field +/I r#~ I = (grad A)/k. 
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If we want the flow lines they can be found from the ordinary differential equations 
dx,/ds = X,(x,, xz), (4) 
dx,/ds =X,(x,, xz), (5) 
where X, = ax/ax, and A, = i3h/i3x,, and s is a suitably chosen parameter of the flow line x1(s), 
x2(s). Once we know the flow lines we can use that information in equation (1) to obtain the 
flow volume 1 $I 1, but, as we are only interested in the structural elements of the spatial 
configurations of flow lines and price contours we can stop here. 
Depending on the transportation cost function and on the boundary distribution of prices we 
can obtain any pattern of price contours and flow lines from (3) and (4)-(5). So, the story could 
en here if we do not want to add an endless series of more or less randomly chosen illustrative 
cases. 
But here the forceful principle of structural stability comes to our help. Recalling the Arnold 
philosophy we would not be interested in just any solution to (4)-(5) and any solution to (3) 
from which it was derived, but only those that are structurally stable. Fortunately, the facts that 
(4)-(5) is two-dimensional and is a gradient system are of great help. 
For dynamical systems in the plane there is a forceful characterization theorem leading to an 
even more forceful ‘correspondence’ than in Samuelson’s case, and the fact that we deal with 
gradient dynamics furnishes a direct link to catastrophe theory by which sudden change of 
structure can be studied. The author first applied the structural stability principle in [9]. It was 
further developed in [5] and [lo]. 
2. Structural stability 
From the introductory quotation from Arnold the reader should have a good intuitive 
understanding of structural stability. To make the concept precise, however, we need some 
technicalities. Let it first be clear that we deal with a solution to equations (4)-(5), i.e. a ‘flow 
portrait’ in two-dimensional euclidean space. To different pairs of differential equations we may 
expect that there are different flow portraits. Now, some of them only differ slightly from 
eachother with the trajectories and possible singularities displaced and deformed a little, but so 
that if the original picture is imagined as drawn on an elastic rubber sheet the new one can be 
imagined to be formed by stretching the sheet without tearing it. 
This leads us to the concept of topological equivalence. Two flow portraits are topologically 
equivalent if we can find a coordinate transformation, say x1,x2 + y,,y2, such that in the new 
coordinates each trajectory in the original flow portrait is mapped onto a trajectory in the new 
one, and each singularity onto a singularity, directions and characters of singularities being 
preserved. The coordinate transformation obviously has to be a homeomorphism, i.e. a continu- 
ous map with nonvanishing Jacobian so that there is a continuous inverse as well. 
Next, we have to make precise what we mean by comparing pairs of differential equations that 
are only ‘slightly different’. This will be accomplished by defining an E-perturbation of the 
system (4)-(5). Suppose we deal with another set of differential equations: 
dx,/ds = /-+I, xz), (5) 
dx,/ds = ~l(xi, xz), (6) 
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such that 
I/-%-&l <e, i = 1,2, (7) 
(&_~~/llx, - aAj/axj 1 < 6, i, j = 1,2. (8) 
We say that (5)-(6) is an e-perturbation of (4)-(5). The right hand sides of the two pairs of 
differential equations differ by less than 6, and the same holds for the partial derivatives. This 
pretty well catches what we mean by the equations being slightly different. One might just 
wonder by the little technicality of just including the first derivatives in the conditions. 
Concerning this the reader is referred to the very clear explanation in [7] about why the 
derivatives have to be included as otherwise the admitted class of deformations of the differential 
equations would be so large that no structurally stable flow portraits corresponding to our 
intuitive understanding could at all be found. Inclusion of higher derivatives, on the other hand, 
would only make the definition unnecessarily narrow. The technicality obviously has to do with 
the formulation of a flow pattern in terms of a solution to a pair of differential equations. 
We now combine the definitions of perturbation and topological equivalence. A flow portrait 
being a solution to differential equations of the type (4)-(5) is said to be structurally stable if an 
c-perturbation of the system of equations produces a flow portrait that is topologically equivalent 
to the original one. Otherwise the system is structurally unstable, when singularities split, fuse, or 
multiply or if trajectories reverse direction by the slightest perturbation. Again, we would not be 
interested in patterns that occasionally but very unlikely might occur, and so assume that the 
flow portrait produced by (4)-(5) is structurally stable. 
And now comes the reward for assuming structural stability. There is a very rich Characteriza- 
tion Theorem for two-dimensional flows. The reader is again referred to Peixoto [7] or to the 
recent mathematical set of ‘cartoons’ on dynamics by Abraham and Shaw [l, Vol. 31. It is shown 
that 
(1) the flow portrait is laminar, except at a finite number of singular points, 
(2) the singularities are ‘hyperbolic’, in our case sinks, sources and saddles, 
(3) there is no connection between saddle points. 
For a general system of differential equations spirals would be included in the set of admitted 
singularities, but in our case of gradient dynamics they are excluded. The reason for this is 
simple as the gradient dynamics results from optimal choice of transportation routes where it is 
never reasonable to circle around the destination an infinite number of whirls before arriving. 
The singularities are points where the flows stagnate. A sink, or a stable node would be a point 
to which all trajectories in a neighbourhood are directed. Likewise an unstable node, or a source 
would be a point from which all trajectories in a neighbourhood are directed. As the trajectories 
represent traded commodities these two types of singularities would represent consumptive and 
productive centres respectively (like von Thiinen’s central city or Liisch’s productive firm). 
However, we should bear in mind that we do not want to associate any monopolistic or 
monopsonistic power with these locations. 
What about the saddles? They are characterized by the fact that all trajectories in a 
neighbourhood seem to be attracted to them, but very few (four out of infinity to be exact) are 
actually incident. The interpretation is close at hand that they represent locations of particularly 
good transportation facilities but lack economic importance being far from both kinds of centres. 
So, we have seen that except at a finite number of consumptive sinks and productive sources 
and saddles formed by attracted sets of trajectories the flow is smooth approximately following 
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parallel straight lines. We should be able to use this information for the purpose of making a 
global picture of the flow, using the singularities as organizing elements. In addition to what has 
been already discussed we know that the trajectories incident to saddle points must end up at 
sinks or sources, as there cannot be any saddle connections under structural stability. 
3. Structurally stable tessellations 
In view of the tradition in location and land use theory we would in particular be interested in 
organizing tessellations of the plane in regular polygons. From Kepler we know that there are 
only three regular tessellations of the plane: the triangular, the square, and the hexagonal. In 
particular the hexagon has been cherished by scientists like Christaller and Losch. We only have 
to bear in mind that we are dealing with topological properties; if a regular tessellation is 
structurally stable any rubber sheet deformation of it is too. But this does not matter as the 
tessellations are topologically different. 
As the building blocks of regular tessellations are polygons: squares, triangles, and hexagons, 
they are all composed by triangular atomistic elements. We thus first have to identify this 
atomistic building block. 
There are, as we have seen, two sets of curves representing spatial structure, the flow lines, and 
the orthogonal constant price contours. There are hence cells corresponding to the market areas 
in the monopolistic case centered around the source points, and cells corresponding to the 
central cities in the monopsonistic case centered around the sink points. The saddles naturally 
can be identified as the comers of the polygonal cells. However, dual to this set of cells there is 
another one, composed by trajectories of the flow and having all kinds of admitted singularities 
as vertices. 
It does not matter which kind of cell structure we construct, the other follows automatically as 
a dual. As our considerations of structural stability have been applied to the flow it is natural to 
start with the skeleton of the flow made up by the singularities and the trajectories joining them. 
The unit cell in this skeleton can only be a triangle with one source, one sink, and one saddle 
point as vertices. This is easily seen by orienting the edges. We first note that there cannot be two 
saddles in the triangle as saddle connections were forbidden. Moreover, three nodes are 
impossible because then two nodes of the same type would have to be connected which would 
require opposite orientation of the same edge. The remaining possibility is two nodes and one 
saddle. The argument that nodes of the same kind cannot be consistently connected by a 
trajectory again serves to stipulate that the nodes be of different type. So, the remaining 
possibility is one saddle, one source, and one sink. 
Our next task is to compose identical tessellation elements from these atom&tic triangles. As 
shown in [lo] we can accomplish this by arranging the atomistic triangles cyclically around, say, 
an unstable node. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. For an equilateral triangle we need six, for a square 
eight, and for a hexagon twelve such atomistic triangles. Unlike the atomistic triangle itself, they 
can be used as tessellation elements so that the complete tessellation can be generated from one 
of these ‘molecules’ by the use of rigid motion (translation and possibly rotation) only. 
We, of course, have to convince ourselves that the choice of an unstable node did not crucially 
influence the result. Taking a stable node, instead of the unstable one as the centre of the 
arrangement would interchange the roles of these two types of nodes. It is easy to see that 
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Fig. 1. Tessellation elements. 
nothing at all is changed in the complete tessellations, except that, as we will see, the 
triangular-hexagonal polarity among sinks and sources is reversed. 
Choosing a saddle point as centre, we first note that two atomistic triangles so arranged make 
up the sectors (three, four, and six respectively) from which equilateral triangle, square, and 
hexagon alike are composed. Hence, there is nothing new. 
Four atomistic triangles cyclically arranged around a common saddle produce just a new sort 
of generator of the square tessellation. Finally, six in the cycle produce a monkey saddle, 
illustrated in Fig. 2, but this produces a new type of singularity, not admitted in structurally 
stable flows. There are six trajectories incident to the saddle and six hyperbolic sectors. Actually 
the saddle point does not admit more than four sectors, or it will lose its character. This is unlike 
the nodes, where we can combine any number of sectors due to the infinity of incident 
trajectories. We just reproduce the monkey saddle arrangement because it represents a transition 
case between the structurally stable tessellations. Although it can only have a passing momentary 
existence it is interesting as a transition case whose universality, as will be seen, has been 
established by Thorn’s catastrophe theory. 
To close the argument we just note that the number of atomistic triangles in a cyclical 
arrangement must be even due to the necessity of a consistent orientation, and that it cannot 
exceed four. Hence, nothing new has been produced by choosing any other arrangement than 
that represented in Fig. 1. 
A quadratic arrangement was suggested by Puu [9] by a different line of argument. The 
present discussion has closely followed that by Puu and Weidlich [lo], where the triangular and 
hexagonal arrangements were added to the list of stable possibilities. An important conclusion 
should, however be underlined. As in the triangle of Fig. 1 three sinks are connected with the 
central source, and as six triangles would would meet in each corner in the complete tessellation, 
we see that each source is connected to three sinks, whereas each sink is connected to six sources. 
Accordingly, the number of sources must be double that of sinks. We also note that in the case of 
a hexagonal tessellation the roles of sources and sinks is simply reversed, so that the number of 
sinks is double that of sources. In both cases, however the number of saddles equals the greatest 
number of nodes. In the case of squares we obviously have as many sinks as sources. 
@ 
Fig. 2. Monkey saddle. 
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By conclusion we note that in a structurally stable tessellation there have to be as many sinks 
as there are sources, or else, the arrangement may be triangular-hexagonal, but then the number 
of one sort of nodes has to be double that of the other. So far no new conclusions have been 
drawn. We will now turn to the transformations from one stable tessellation to another. 
4. Transitions between stable tessellations 
To study the transition between the different types of structure we can invoke Thorn’s 
catastrophe theory as already mentioned. As catastrophe theory only deals with gradient 
dynamics we again note how lucky we are. This fact, due, as we have seen, to optimization of 
transportation routes, not only excludes the occurrence of singularities of the spiral type but also 
enables a general study of structural transitions. We already suggested that the monkey saddle 
represents a transition case between the quadratic and hexagonal-triangular ones. 
The monkey saddle occurs in the elliptic umblic catastrophe the canonical form of which is 
h = x; - 3x,x;. 
See [8] or [6]. We have chosen the symbol A for the potential, which earlier represented prices. As 
the flows indeed are derived from a gradient dynamics to the price potential this is no mere 
coincidence. The pattern of flows corresponding to this price potential according to (4)-(5) has 
to solve the differential equations: 
dx,/ds = 3(x; - x;), (10) 
dx,/ds = - 6x,x,. (11) 
It is easy to check that it fulfils the optimality conditions for transportation (2) and (3), provided 
we deal with a transportation cost function 
k = 3r2, (14 
where 
r=/m. (13) 
However, this transportation cost function is the on& one for which the monkey saddle flow is 
optimal. Any slight change in the cost function leads to a qualitatively different flow pattern, 
where the monkey saddle dissolves either in two dissociated ordinary saddles or in three saddles 
surrounding one source or sink. Actually all qualitatively different cases which can be produced 
from (9) are covered by these two cases as demonstrated in Thorn’s Classification Theorem. 
Mathematically they can be obtained from the universal unfolding of (9) involving three 
parameters a, b, c and written 
With a alone among the parameters different from zero any c however small produces the 
split in three saddles and one node. With b, c different from zero instead the singularity splits in 
two dissociated saddles. Moreover, these are all phenomena that can occur whatever the actual 
perturbations are. 
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Fig. 3. The elliptic umblic catastrophe. Bifurcation set in parameter space (top) en 
(bottom). 
flow portraits in coordinate space 
With a = 1 and b = c = 0 the corresponding transportation cost function would have to be 
k = (9r4 + 4c2r2 + 126 (x13 - 3x,xgy2, 
where we use the definition (13) again. Likewise with a = 0 and b = c = 1, we have 
k = (9r4 + c2 + 3+; -x2’- 2x,x,)) 
l/2 
. 
(15) 
06) 
It is easy to see that they reduce to (9) if 6 is zero, as does (14), although it is difficult to see 
how these changes of the transportation cost function derived from the universal unfolding in 
canonical form could be related to economic factors influencing transportation cost. This, 
however, is always so. It is very difficult to work out the coordinate transformations that relate 
models of substance from positive science to the general conclusions of catastrophe theory. 
We just have to content ourselves with the fact that there is a general proof that those 
coordinate transformations exist so that we can be sure to have explored all possible phenomena, 
whatever the factors influencing transportation cost are and however they algebraically influence 
it. 
It is now time that we tie the loose ends and really relate the elliptic umblic catastrophe to the 
transition of structure between quadratic and triangular-hexagonal patterns. To this end let us 
study Fig. 3. The upper part depicts threedimensional a, b, c parameter space. The surface 
represents all the points where there is a transition of structure. Inside the surface we have the 
case of three saddles surrounding a node, outside it we deal with the case of two dissociated 
saddle points. The origin of parameter space only, where the surface shrinks together to a point, 
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Fig. 4. Monkey and saddle tessellation. 
represents the monkey saddle case. In the lower part of the figure the flow patterns in coordinate 
space are illustrated in realtive positions hinting at the directions in parameter space. 
In Fig. 4 we illustrate the case of a tessellation composed by nodes and monkey saddles, 
essentially hexagonal in character. We note that there are as many sinks as there are sources. Let 
Fig. 5. Stable transformations of the monkey saddle tessellation. 
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us just recall that we deal with a case corresponding to the central picture in the flow portrait 
medaillons in Fig. 3. Obviously the case is possible provided that transportation cost is exactly 
equal to the square of the distance from the closest monkey saddle, according to (12) and that 
this holds in a neighbourhood of each monkey saddle. 
Remember, however that the situation depicted is utterly unstable, and that almost any 
disturbance of the transportation cost function will split the monkey saddles into either a pair of 
dissociated saddle points, or into a triplet of saddles surrounding a node. In the first case the 
number of sinks and sources is left unchanged, in the second either is doubled. These changed 
tessellations are illustrated in Fig. 5. 
To the right we find the case where each monkey saddle splits into two dissociated saddles. It 
is not difficult to see that the resulting pattern is essentially square and could easily be brought 
into that shape by a suitable coordinate transformation. To the left we find the other possibility 
where new sinks have been created and where we deal with a hexagonal-triangular tessellation of 
the stable type. 
We have seen how the structurally stable tessellations can be transformed into eachother by 
small perturbations of the transportation cost function. The author has in previous publications 
extensively dealt with the interpretation of the stable patterns, and the implications of the whole 
story for the Christaller-LBsch theory of spatial organization. 
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